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1. Dallas Police Arrest Report on 11/22 at 1:40 P.M. (CST) charged LHO with 

the murder of JFK and wounding of Connally. 

2. Multiple pages of early evidence file...Worth a review 

3. NY Times Herbers piece on 11/27. . . .full of alleged facts of the case. . 

-Contains Champ Clark’s description of JFK’s wounds. . . He has JFK hit from 

the front at the tie level . . .and bullet did not exit. . .and wound to his head 

that was fatal .. .Notes: That Dallas police announced that they were 

turning over all the evidence to the FBI. This was all part of the fiction that 

FBI did not get evidence until 11/27/’63. . . Clark et all all loose ends that 

had to be tied up in a neat little ball .. Hoover/LBJ headache with Mexico 

City matters. 

4. FBI report 3/20/64 on the limo’s windshield. . . .insisting that the shot that 

made hole in the windshield came from the rear. . 

5. SAC, Dallas to Director 3/14/’64 recovery of the 3 other slugs from Tippit’s 

body... .FBI needs in a hurry . . .coming to FBI HQers by registered mail . . 

See order to “EXPEDITE” some almost 4 months after Tippit shooting. . 

6. ****Griffith to Conrad 4/3/’64 Makes the point that Cadigan’s testimony 

before WC (Dulles the only member present) on this April 3 date that the 

Ath paper bag was compatible with the paper at the TSBD cadean ena 

control). Somewhere | have seen Hal’s statement that Cadigan said just the 

erie reverse****** Point here is that | need to check Cadigan’s Were. of 

aig 4/3/'64 

ie . Jevons to Conrad 3/10/’64 It is a duplicate set of docs that are filed oS, V4 
4 elsewhere laying out the “escape hatch” argument that the NAA tests on 

Oswald’s paraffin casts were compromised by fact that he shot his revolver 

after he had fired on the president. . . .Its all bullshit. . . .and it’s the escape 

hatch for Gallagher and Redlich in their September one-on-one. . . (My 

counter argument is that there is no evidence that Oswald shot anyone 

especially, in this case, Tippit. . . 

8. Hoover t Rankin 3/19/’64 .... Careful read of this gobblygook is required.
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9. Note to myself about checking the “Tippit Shooting” folder in Drawer “A.” 

10. Gemberling Report (is referenced above in #8 by Hoover) notes that latent 

prints of value on LHO’s revolver were NOT developed and also on the 

cartridge cases, the unfired cartridge, the clip in the rifle, or the inner parts 

of the rifle (K1). . ..Gemberling also notes that inside Q 10 (the package) did 

not display markings identifiable with therifle (K1). Also he noted that the 

latent finger prints on K1 taken by the Dallas PD (Capt. Day) too 

fragmentary and indistinct to be of any value for identification purposes.” 
2% OK OK Ok ok Ok 

11. Jevons to Conrad 12/3/’63 Key here is the 4 .38 special caliber cartridge 

cases (inserted “believed to have been” found in the vicinity i=where Tippit 

was shot. . . Notes that the 4 cartridge cases were fired from the revolver 

taken from Oswald when apprehended 

But no latent prints were found on the cartridge cases or cartridges. What 

does all that mean? Evaluate by contrasting and comparing with other 

documents on the Tippit bullets. The important one would be the one 

removed from Tippit on 11/22 by Dr, Mollendorf at Methodist Hosp. 

12. SAC, Director 3/14/’64 the other 3 Tippit bullets are recovered from Capt 

Fritz’s files..... and FBI never bothered to track down... 

13. FBI lab to Curry 11/23/1963 multipage listing of (some of the evidence) 

that was taken from Dallas Police on 11/22-23 by Drain...


